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A SVM recommendation model based

on similarity evaluation and

collaborative filtering of multi angle

knowledge units

Liming Xu1

Abstract. The traditional user based collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm only
considers the user’s score when calculating the similarity between users, but ignores the differences
between different projects. Aiming at the unsatisfactory performance of traditional methods in
data sparseness, a collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on item label informa-
tion is proposed for each user to select neighbors. Firstly, based on user rating matrix to determine
the initial neighbor, calculate the target users for each target neighbor; when the minimum num-
ber of nearest neighbor scoring the goal of the project or not, consider adding the development
from the tag information according to the nearest neighbor; for the target item rating prediction.
The experimental results show that the algorithm improves the accuracy of similarity calculation,
effectively alleviates the sparsity of user rating data, and improves the accuracy of prediction.

Key words. Recommendation system, Collaborative filtering, Similarity Measurement, User
evaluation, Knowledge unit.

1. Introduction

In the recent decade, E-commerce has developed substantially and competition
among merchants gradually requires merchants to actively master more accurate
user demand and preference, thus pertinently providing users with services. Hence,
a recommendation filtering algorithm with high accuracy and high performance be-
comes especially important [1]. Collaborative filtering recommendation can fully
utilize relation between information and has high execution efficiency. It can get
better recommendation result and thus become the hotspot of current research [2].

Domestic and foreign scholars and experts have conducted a lot of deep researches
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into collaborative filtering recommendation and up to now there are many collab-
orative filtering recommendation algorithms [3–6]. Each collaborative filtering rec-
ommendation algorithm has different working thoughts and has its own advantage
and obvious defect in actual application: such as sparse data, cold starting, poor
extensibility [7–9]. To solve these deficiencies, some scholars have proposed adopt-
ing association rule for data mining, Bayesian network, neural network, support
vector machine and other technologies [10–12] to improve recommendation precision
of recommendation system and obtain favorable recommendation result. However,
users’ interests are subject to comprehensive action and influence of many factors.
In addition, the similarity value calculation of current collaborative filtering recom-
mendation algorithm is not scientific, lacks rationality, ignores interest information
of users. The recommendation precision is to be further improved [13].

2. Classical collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm

2.1. Classical collaborative filtering recommendation algo-
rithm

The working steps of classical collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm
are as follows:

(1) Establish evaluation matrix of item evaluation by users R = {rij}m×n, where
m and n respectively indicate user number and item number, and rij is evaluation
of user i for item j, which can be used to describe user judgment and preference,
specifically as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. User-item evaluation matrix

Item1 Item2 . . . . . . Itemn

User1 r11 r12 . . . . . . r1n

User2 r21 r21 . . . . . . r21
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Userm rm1 rm1 . . . . . . rm1

(2) Obtain user similarity value according to evaluation value and sort similarity
values to select k neighbors.

(3) Estimate users and item evaluation values according to k neighbors. Suppose
“the nearest neighbor” of i is Si and evaluation value of i for item x is Pix, then:

Pix = ri +

∑
j∈Si

sim(i, j)× (rjx − rj)∑
j∈Si
|sim(i, j)|

. (1)

Where, sim(i, j) indicates similarity between user i and user j; ri and rj indicate
average values of all evaluated items in i and j.
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2.2. Traditional similarity calculation method

Traditional similarity calculation methods mainly include: cosine similarity and
correlation similarity

(1) Cosine similarity: user evaluation is a vector. When the user does not evaluate
specific items, it can be deemed that the evaluation value is 0. The calculation
formula of similarity sim(i, j) between user i and user j is:

sim(i, j) =

n∑
x=1

(rix × rjx)√
n∑

x=1
r2ix

√
n∑

x=1
r2jx

. (2)

Where: rix and rjx are respectively evaluation values of user i and user j for
item x.

2) Pearson similarity: Pearson similarity only considers item set commonly eval-
uated by two users, deducting average value of all evaluated items. Common evalu-
ation of two users i and j is Iij (Iij = Ii∩I j). The calculation formula of Pearson
similarity is:

sim(i, j) =

∑
x∈Iij

(rix − ri) (rjx − rj)√ ∑
x∈Iij

(rix − ri)2
√ ∑

x∈Iij
(rjx − rj)2

. (3)

Where ri and rj are respectively average evaluation values of user i and user j
for all items.

3. Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm

Classical algorithm has defects such as non-scientific calculation of similarity
value, lack of rationality, negligence of users’ interest information and others, lead-
ing to large recommendation error and unreliable recommendation result [14]. To
improve recommendation precision and exploit interest information in user evalua-
tion, a new similarity calculation method is proposed in the Thesis.

3.1. User evaluation similarity

User evaluation similarity can be used to describe nonlinear change trend of two
users for evaluation of the same item. Hence, nonlinear function is introduced to
describe user evaluation similarity. Then similarity calculation formula of two users
for evaluation of the same item is:

sim1 (i, j, x) = 2

(
1− 1

1 + exp (− |rix − rjx|)

)
. (4)
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3.2. Interest tendency similarity

Each user has its own evaluation habit. For one specific item, some users give
high scores and some users give low scores. Therefore, average evaluation of user
describes the user’s interest in certain objective. The calculation formula of interest
tendency similarity of users i and j for the same item is:

sim2 (i, j, x) =
1

1 + exp (− (rix − ri) (rjx − rj))
. (5)

3.3. Confidence degree of user evaluation similarity

When two users give similar scores for certain item, it not necessarily shows that
the two users are similar, for similarity has one confidence degree. Hence, Jaccard
function is used to measure confidence degree. Specific calculation formula is:

sim3 (i, j) =
|Ii ∩ Ij |
|Ii ∪ Ij |

. (6)

Where Ii indicates item set evaluated by user i. On the whole, final calculation
formula of similarity is:

simscore (i, j) =

(
1

|Iij |
∑

x∈Iij
sim1 (i, j, x)× sim2 (i, j, x)

)
× sim3 (i, j) . (7)

3.4. User attribute similarity

Classical collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm only realizes recom-
mendation through information related to existing users and is unable to accurately
evaluate information of new users, leading to extremely high probability of cold
starting. When there are a few user evaluation items, recommendation is made
through user attribute similarity. With increasing of user evaluation item, recom-
mendation is made through user evaluation. Hence, sigmoid function is introduced
to combine user attribute recommendation and user evaluation recommendation and
realize smooth transition of them. Suppose feature vector of user i is Attr i=(ai1,
ai2, . . . , ain), n is number of user attribute. If attribute m of user i and user j is
the same, simAttr(i, j,m) = 1, otherwise simAttr(i, j,m) = 0. Therefore, similarity
calculation formula for attributes of user i and user j is:

simAttr (i, j) =
∑

m∈Attr
wm · simAttr (i, j,m) . (8)

Where, wi is weight of attribute i.
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3.5. Fusion of user attribute similarity and user evaluation
similarity

The calculation formula for fusion of user attribute similarity and user evaluation
similarity is:

sim (i, j) = α · simAttr (i, j) + β · simscore (i, j) . (9)

α=2×
(
1− 1

1 + exp (− |Ii|)

)
. (10)

β + α = 1 . (11)

3.6. Working steps of algorithm in the Thesis

Step1: collect user attribute dimension and corresponding data, establish at-
tribute matrix.

Step2: collect user attribute evaluation data and corresponding value, calculate
evaluation value and establish similarity evaluation matrix.

Step3: analyze two matrixes and obtain user similarity matrix through combin-
ing them;

Step4: obtain K neighbors of user i through similarity matrix, estimate value
of unevaluated item x through Equation (12) and obtain corresponding recommen-
dation scheme according to results.

r̂ix =

∑
k∈NK

sim (i, x) · rkx∑
k∈NK

sim (i, x)
. (12)

Where, NK is K neighbors which are the most similar to user; rki is evaluation
of user k for x.

4. Simulation experiment

4.1. Data set

In the computer with Intel(R) Core i5-3337U 3.0GHz CPU, 4GB RAM, Windows
XP operating system, Visual C++ programming is adopted for simulation testing.
Data come from public data set MovieLens and its description is specifically shown
in Literature [11].

4.2. Comparison algorithm and evaluation standard

To make experimental results of algorithm in the Thesis more persuasive, collab-
orative filtering recommendation algorithm in Literature [15] and Literature [16] is
selected for comparative experiment and mean absolute error (MAE) is selected as
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evaluation criterion of algorithm performance. Its definition is as follows:

MAE =

N∑
i=1

|pi − qi|

N
. (13)

WhereN is size of test set, pi is predicted evaluation value of recommended algorithm
and qi is actual evaluation value of user.

4.3. Results and analysis

Comparison of recommendation precision: When the nearest neighbor is
35, recommendation algorithm is adopted to solve the problem and specific results
are shown in Fig. 1. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 1 that MAE value of collab-
orative filtering recommendation algorithm in the Thesis is lower than comparison
algorithm. It effectively improves recommendation precision and obtains ideal rec-
ommendation results.

 
  Fig. 1. Comparison of recommendation precision of different algorithms

Result analysis under the condition of cold starting: To simulate cold
starting conditions, 10 users are selected and their evaluation information is deleted.
Results are shown in Fig. 2. Through detailed analysis of Fig. 2, it can be known
that the collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm combining user evaluation
and attribute similarity in the Thesis can solve the current difficulty that recommen-
dation algorithm cannot be implemented under cold starting conditions, improve
recommendation precision and obtain superior recommendation results.

Performance comparison under different sparseness: recommendation
error under different sparseness is shown in Fig. 3. There is approximately linear
change relationship between data sparseness and MAE. However, under equal con-
ditions, compared with comparison results of Literature [15] and Literature [16], it
can be found that MAE of recommendation result for algorithm in the Thesis is
smaller. Hence, recommendation precision for algorithm in the Thesis is superior to
algorithm of Literature [15] and Literature [16] under equal conditions.

Universality testing: To verify the universality of collaborative filtering rec-
ommendation algorithm combining user evaluation and attribute similarity in the
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  Fig. 2. Comparison of algorithm performance under cold starting condition

 
  Fig. 3. Performance comparison of three algorithms under different sparseness

Thesis, Book-Crossing data set is selected for simulation testing and there is infor-
mation of 287558 users and their 1491807 evaluation data for 231797 E-books. We
adopt evaluation system for evaluation modeling with data in the interval between
[0,10], with 1 for the highest evaluation and 0 for the lowest evaluation. Experimen-
tal results of different algorithms are shown in Fig. 4. It can be known from Fig. 4
that compared with other collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms, MAE
of collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm in the Thesis is the smallest and
the recommendation precision is higher, proving superiority and good universality
of algorithm in the Thesis again.

5. Conclusion

In view of the traditional collaborative filtering algorithm in the similarity cal-
culation process, the calculation, virtual high distortion, not the data sparsity in
the proposed discrete and close to the collaborative filtering algorithm based on the
user’s interest degree. The core point of this algorithm is more user rating items,
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison with classical algorithm

common rating items and more, with the same score more items, the similarity is
more. From the two aspects of user rating, full information and user interest pref-
erences, the algorithm integrates the discrete quantity and user interest closeness
to measure the similarity between users. The experimental results show that the
proposed algorithm can effectively improve the recommendation quality of the in-
formation recommendation system, and also maintain good performance in the case
of extremely sparse data.
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